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Final HVAC COVID Readiness Report 

 Date: April 6, 2021 Project Name: Centennial School District 
COVID HVAC Readiness To: Scott Rose 

From: Dwight Gray, PE, CCP, SMA Project #: 03-21076 

CC: Andrew Thornton 

Description: Test Report 

 
Overview: 

EEI was contracted to take HVAC airflow readings to verify compliance with applicable OSHA, 
ASHRAE, and CDC guidelines and standards for occupancy during the current COVID-19 pandemic. 
The following testing was completed, and data collected on Meadows Elementary School, Patrick Lynch 
Elementary School, Parklane Elementary School, and Powell Butte Elementary School.  

Description: 

During the week of March 29, 2021 thru April 2, 2021 statistical sampling of room outside air flow 
measurements was completed at Meadows Elementary School, Patrick Lynch Elementary School, and 
Powell Butte Elementary School. Final calculations (with regards to Air Changes per Hour) are included 
on data sheets at the end of this report. The following findings are based on the measurements, 
observations and calculations included. 

Summary Findings (Patrick Lynch, Powell Butte, Parklane): 

Due to most classrooms at each respective school being quite similar (both in cubic feet and size of 
diffuser, airflow from the diffusers would need to be approximately 500 ft/min with translates to 938 CFM 
(with typical diffuser size). 

Typical room size is approximately. 8588 ft^3.  Air changes per hour at these parameters is close to 6 
air changes per hour. 

Results: 

1. Most diffusers/classrooms sampled throughout all schools did achieve they required CFMs 
to allow for 4-6 air changes per hour. There is one notable exception at Parklane in which the 
southwest wing (and therefore specific fan/shaft combination) did not achieve sufficient air 
flow. 

2. Measurements were taken with doors and windows shut, and with doors shut but windows 
open.  Care was taken to observe if other classroom doors were opened or shut but only the 
room that measurements were being presently taken at, were verified to have the doors and 
windows shut (or windows open). Point being, there was significant air flow differences 
measured.  Significantly more air flow was measured when windows were open. Final 
measurements and calculations exhibited this pattern. 
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3. With regards to returns in the rooms, a simple sheet of paper test was performed at most 
returns with results being that the returns were so lacking negative pressure, the returns were 
unable to hold an 8.5 X 11” sheet of paper. 

4. In some classrooms, it was observed that balance dampers behind the diffusers were 
adjusted. This was most commonly observed at Powell Butte. Note: Powell Butte only has 1 
supply fan serving the major hallways as does Patrick Lynch while Parklane has 2 supply 
fans serving the major hallways. It is surmised that at some point, because of a single fan at 
Powell Butte, a balancing effort was conducted to equalize flows between the 2 ends of the 
buildings. Most diffusers in the other schools were generally wide open (one at Patrick Lynch 
was found to be completely closed). 

5. Due to relationships between classrooms (air flow, doors being open, windows being open, 
significant differences in air flow was observed as these parameters where changed. Care 
was taken to normalize conditions as best as possible but occupant preferences (doors open, 
doors closed, windows open or closed) during the measurements did impact measurements.  

6. The Multi-purpose room air handler unit controls were not allowing full outside air (which was 
calculated to be required for a minimum of 4 air changes per hour). EEI modified the 
pneumatic controls and added a pneumatic pressure regulator to allow full outside air and 
still allow the zone thermostat to operate the heating valve. Centennial School District has 
requested this same modification be made to the multipurpose units at the other schools, 
which is pending at this time. 

Overall Recommendations: 

1. Exhaust pathways and devices (gravity hoods) should be examined for blockages or other 
features that may be restricting exhaust flow. 

2. Having windows open (or exhaust pathways cleared) may impact flow measurements 
enough to achieve, or not achieve 4-6 air changes per hour in some areas. A “standard” form 
of measurement should be utilized for all future and final measurements, such as: 
a. Respective room door closed. 
b. As many classroom doors that are associated with the fan/shaft service should also be 

closed. 
c. Windows in associated classrooms (those associated with a common fan/shaft service) 

should be closed. 
d. Balance dampers on respective classroom sidewall diffusers should be noted as to % 

open. 

Summary/Findings (Parklane): 

Parklane is served by 2 distinct fan/shaft services. 

Readings were taken at classrooms 30, 28 and 27 which are in the north wing (fan/shaft) and 
classrooms 8, 11 and 12 in the southeast wing (separate fan/shaft). 

Classrooms in the northern wing had air changes per hour per spec (4-6). 

There is a significant air flow difference between readings depending on if the doors and or windows 
were open.  This is a common trend for all classrooms.  It is assumed that normal occupied operations 
would be with the classroom door closed. 

Note: All balance dampers appeared to be fully open both on the north and southeast wings. 
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Recommendations: 

1. Classrooms the southwestern wing were significantly short of airflow to provide 4-6 air 
changes per hour. 

2. Exhaust pathways and devices (gravity hoods) should be examined for blockages or other 
features that may be restricting exhaust flow. 

3. Fan should be examined to gage possibility of increasing airflow to this shaft and associated 
classrooms. 

Summary/Findings (Patrick Lynch): 

At Patrick Lynch, 4 classroom readings were taken, along with administration rooms (see separate 
worksheet). 

Patrick Lynch is served by a single fan/shaft service. 

For both wings (fan/shaft services) there appears to be sufficient airflow to allow 4-6 air changes per 
hour. 

Except for Room 11. This room is short air changes when the windows and door is closed. 

There is a significant air flow difference between readings depending on if the doors and or windows 
were open. This is a common trend for all classrooms. It is assumed that normal occupied operations 
would be with the classroom door closed. 

Recommendations: 

1. The fan/shaft servicing classroom 11 should be examined to gage possibility of increasing 
airflow to this shaft and associated classrooms. 

2. Exhaust pathways and devices (gravity hoods) should be examined for blockages or other 
features that may be restricting exhaust flow. 

3. If fan capacity cannot be increased, balancing associated room diffusers may allow for 
increased flow into room/s that may be short of airflow. 

4. In Admin area, there was not an observed OSA source in the Principals office. A ceiling 
diffuser was noticed but no airflow was detected coming from this diffuser. It may have been 
a return. Because the Principals office would be sharing OSA with Reception, these 
combined areas were short of 4-6 air changes per hour. Further investigation of this situation 
is warranted. 

Summary/Findings (Powell Butte): 

At Powell Butte, 4 classroom readings were taken. Rooms 6 and 12 at the furthest most west wing and 
Rooms 19 and 23 at the northeast wing. Both wings are served by a single fan. 

All readings were within acceptable air changes per hour (4-6). 

It should be noted that sidewall diffusers at this school had most likely been balanced at a prior date. It 
is assumed since this school has a single fan, it was desired to balance to rooms to assure proper OSA 
flow in each room. 
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There is a significant air flow difference between readings depending on if the doors and or windows 
were open.  This is a common trend for all classrooms. It is assumed that normal occupied operations 
would be with the classroom door closed. 

Recommendations: 

1. Exhaust pathways and devices (gravity hoods) should be examined for blockages or other 
features that may be restricting exhaust flow. 

2. Should there be a desire to increase airflow to some classrooms, further balancing of 
diffusers may allow for better distribution of outside air.  

Findings (Meadows): 

Meadows Elementary differs from the other three schools in that the occupied areas are supplied by 
either a constant volume multizone unit or in the case of the later addition from 1980, a variable volume 
unit with terminal VAV boxes with reheat. 

Typical room volume in this school is between 6600 and 8800 ft^3. The ASU-101 air handler which 
serves a series of VAV boxes with outside air fully open is resulting in about 2.5 air changes per hour. 
This is the only air handler which has DDC controls, the remainder of the air handlers are all multi-zone 
units and controlled with pneumatic controls which are only partially working. The ASU-101 boxes which 
are delivering about 2.5 air changes per hour were operating at about 25% of capacity as currently 
programmed in the DDC system. The terminal boxes can theoretically deliver as much as 9 air changes 
per hour when fully opened, however at a cost of heating performance. The VAV boxes were never 
designed to provide heating with high velocity airflow; the basis of design includes a lower volume of air 
being delivered over the heating coil. The actual operational capacity of the outside air dampers  

The remaining multi-zone air handlers (MZU 3, 4, 5 and 6) are serving a variety of rooms which again 
range between 6600 and 8800 ft^3. The pneumatic controls on these units have been retrofitted to 
include a minimum position air damper override by use of a pressure regulator adjustment. EEI was 
able to successfully operate the damper overrides on these units and verify operation to provide for 
100% outside air. The spot checks done for the various zones on these MZU units found that the air 
changes were about 8 air changes per hour.  
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The following airflow readings were obtained with the assistance of Air Balancing Specialties at 
Meadows Elementary School: 

Unit Tag Description 
Sampled Unit 

Measured OSA Flow 
(cfm) 

Sample Zone ACH 

ASU-101 
Serves 1980 school 

addition 
3586 2.5 (1) 

MZU-3 
7 zone Multizone serves 

W. elementary 
classroom 

11000 8.9 

MZU-4 
8 zone Multizone serves 

W. elementary 
classroom 

9000 8.9 

MZU-5 
7 zone Multizone serves 
E. elementary classroom 

8500 9.2 

MZU-6 
3 zone Multizone serves 

E. elementary locker 
rooms & kitchen 

9000 26.16 

(1) Air changes reflect readings with current VAV box values and exhaust air dampers inoperative. 
The dampers need to be repaired and minimum terminal box values altered after these repairs to 
maximize the ACH. 

Recommendations: 

1. The outside air relief dampers on ASU-1 were observed to be inoperative and need to be 
repaired. Chris Stomps indicated that the control contractor had ordered a replacement part 
(transducer), but EEI doubts this is the only problem as when bypassed, the dampers still did 
not open. EEI recommends the damper actuators and/or linkage be evaluated and repaired. 

2. The minimum cfm settings programmed into the controls for ASU-101 should be adjusted to 
allow for more air flow and thus air changes per hour to meet the minimum standards. As 
mentioned above however, there is a tradeoff which will reach a point where the cool air being 
transferred across the heating coil will not be able to pick up enough heat and the space will 
become uncomfortable for the occupants. This may need to be adjusted a few times to obtain 
the most air possible without sacrificing comfort. 

3. The multizone units (MZU’s) appear to be able to provide the necessary air changes per hour 
with the outside air dampers fully open. The caveat is that the delivery for each zone should 
be checked for verification of actual air being supplied to the space. 

End of Report 
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Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 
 
Engineering Economics, Inc. 
 
 
 
Dwight Gray, PE, CCP, SMA 
 

Summit Building Engineering 
 
 
 
 

Scott Nelson, PE 
 
Attachments: 

Appendix A: Results of Measurements in All Sampled Rooms 
Appendix B: Photo Log 



 

 

 

Appendix A 
Results of Measurements in All 

Sampled Rooms 



Location Date Room
Reading 

Number

Reading 1

(ft/min) 

Reading 2

(ft/min) 

Reading 3

(ft/min) 

Reading 4

(ft/min) 

Average 

Velocity

(ft/min) 

Discharge 

Area

(ft^2)

CFM

Room 

Volume

(ft^3)

ACH

Parklane 3/30/2021 30 1 490 390 580 487 1.8767 913 8588 6.4

Parklane 3/30/2021 28 1 375 450 515 520 465 1.8767 873 8588 6.1

3/30/2021  2 325 420 495 505 436 1.8767 819 8588 5.7

Parklane 3/30/2021 27 1 515 420 410 390 434 1.8767 814 8588 5.7

3/30/2021  2 493 350 448 361 413 1.8767 775 8588 5.4

Parklane 3/31/2021 8 1 375 256 337 365 333 1.8767 625 8637 4.3

3/31/2021 2 298 199 113 255 216 1.8767 406 8637 2.8

3/31/2021 3 363 196 173 329 265 1.8767 498 8637 3.5

3/31/2021  4 378 221 170 329 275 1.8767 515 8637 3.6

Parklane 3/31/2021 11 1 385 183 218 340 282 1.8767 528 8673 3.7

3/31/2021 2 262 126 162 270 205 1.8767 385 8673 2.7

3/31/2021 3 218 218 201 359 249 1.8767 467 8673 3.2

23.5"

11.5"

Reading

1

Reading

2

Reading

4

Reading

3

Standard Diffuser Dimensions



3/31/2021 4 351 164 195 353 266 1.8767 499 8673 3.5

Parklane 3/31/2021 12 1 344 227 199 363 283 1.8767 532 8673 3.7

3/31/2021 2 259 165 214 265 226 1.8767 424 8673 2.9

3/31/2021 3 333 214 275 378 300 1.8767 563 8673 3.9

Patrick Lynch 3/31/2021 24 1 566 291 323 589 442 1.8767 830 8896 5.6

3/31/2021  2 464 202 234 443 336 1.8767 630 8896 4.2

3/31/2021 3 622 327 312 548 452 1.8767 849 8896 5.7

3/31/2021 4 564 282 342 484 418 1.8767 784 8896 5.3

Patrick Lynch 3/31/2021 22 1 551 236 318 515 405 1.8767 760 8896 5.1

3/31/2021 2 496 232 320 558 402 1.8767 753 8896 5.1

3/31/2021 3 455 222 285 440 351 1.8767 658 8896 4.4

3/31/2021 4 598 293 335 568 449 1.8767 842 8896 5.7

3/31/2021 5 583 273 581 570 502 1.8767 942 8896 6.4

3/31/2021 6 612 328 366 609 479 1.8767 898 8896 6.1

3/31/2021 7 494 231 296 496 379 1.8767 712 8896 4.8

Patrick Lynch 4/1/2021 13 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1.8767 ~ 8373

Patrick Lynch 4/1/2021 11 1 406 223 209 380 305 1.8767 571 8373 4.1

2 418 185 194 308 276 1.8767 518 8373 3.7

Patrick Lynch 4/1/2021 8 1 317 294 285 452 337 1.8767 632 8700 4.4

2 405 365 402 557 432 1.8767 811 8700 5.6

Patrick Lynch 4/1/2021 9 1 440 352 417 473 421 1.8767 789 8700 5.4

2 639 547 535 614 584 1.8767 1096 8700 7.6

Powell Butte 4/2/2021 12 1 349 293 475 471 397 1.8767 745 8700 5.1

2 244 314 497 470 381 1.8767 715 8700 4.9

Powell Butte 4/2/2021 6 1 646 512 524 589 568 1.8767 1065 8581 7.5



2 762 619 620 684 671 1.8767 1260 8581 8.8

Powell Butte 4/2/2021 23 1 421 447 431 439 435 1.8767 815 8601 5.7

2 521 539 499 511 518 1.8767 971 8601 6.8

Powell Butte 4/2/2021 19 1 405 422 403 358 397 1.8767 745 8822 5.1

2 492 423 458 463 459 1.8767 861 8822 5.9



Notes

Door opened, windows closed.

Only 3 readings were taken at this diffuser.  Decided 

to take 4 readings from  this point on.

Door opened

Door opened

Door opened

Door opened

Door opened, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door opened, windows closed

Door opened, windows closed

Door opened, windows closed

Door closed, windows closed

Door opened, windows closed

Parklane is served by 2 distinct fan/shaft services.

Readings were taken at classrooms 30, 28 and 27 which are 

in the north wing (fan/shaft) and  classrooms 8, 11 and 12 

in the southeast wing (other fan/shaft).

Classrooms in the northern wing had air changes per hour 

per spec (4-6).  Classrooms the  southwestern wing were 

significantly short of airflow to provide 4-6 air changes per 

hour.

Note: All balance dampers appeared to be fully open both 

on the north and southeast wings.



Door opened, windows opened

Door opened, windows closed

Door closed, windows closed

Door opened, windows closed

Door opened, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door opened, windows closed

Door opened, windows opened

Door opened, windows closed

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows opened

Door opened, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Damper was 100% closed.  Needs to be opened.

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

At Powell Butte, 4 classroom readings were taken.  Rooms 

6 and 12 at the furthest most west wing and Rooms 19 and 

23 at the northeast wing.  Both wings are served by a single 

fan.

At Patrick Lynch, 4 classroom readings were taken, along 

with administration rooms (see separate worksheet).

Patrick Lynch is served by 2 fan/shaft services.



Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

Door closed, windows closed

Door closed, windows opened

fan.

All readings were within acceptable air changes per hour (4-

6).

It should be noted that sidewall diffusers at this school had 

most likely been balanced at a prior date.  It is assumed 

since this school has a single fan, it was desired to balance 

to rooms to assure proper OSA flow in each room.
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Parklane Pneumatic control modification 1  

  
Parklane Pneumatic control modification with pressure 

regular installed 

  
Typical rooftop ventilator housing 

 

 


